
I've been thinking about the loss of complex
thought ...

In the last year I have found myself sitting in front of patients with not just
physical conditions, but emotional conditions. This has been particularly
heart-wrenching for me because to see someone suffering, every day, with
thoughts and feelings they can't control, is despairing.

In finding solutions for these people, I began to see the similarities with
people I've treated who had chronic immune disorders, unresolved head
trauma, ADD, Autism and a plethora of other conditions that affected the
nervous system and specifically the brain. In fact, I began to realize that this
is all about the health of the neural connections we have developed.
Inflammation, infection, injury or irritation can all affect our neural
connections.

Clinical research shows that inflammation is the most
destructive force in the brain and nervous system.

But what is even more important to realize is that the biggest reason we are
losing these connections is because of our gradual loss of complex
thought. How many phone numbers do you have memorized? How often do
you calculate figures by hand? How often do you hand write something?
When is the last time you read an actual book or newspaper? Schools are
even dropping cursive writing from their curriculum. We are allowing
ourselves to rely completely upon devices instead of committing things to
memory.

How often have you seen a child under the age of 5 with a cell phone, IPad
or other device? Most of our brain connections are developed during these
essential first five years of life. These are laid out according to how our



brain calculates and computes. The mistake we make is thinking that
learning from a screen or simply being soothed by a screen is the same, if
not better, than learning in more traditional ways.

But the truth is that the speed at which information is provided digitally
means that we are not just adding, subtracting, "reading" the news or doing
our finances, we are doing it with colors, backgrounds, moving images,
flashing lights and other incredibly distracting elements. Then when we
actually sit down in a class, at work or to do a complex task we have
trouble focusing. All of us, but especially our children, are becoming less
patient, less flexible in their thinking, less able to recall detailed information.
All of this is creating brains that are fragile, unable to adapt, brittle and
prone to injury, inflammation or infection. Immunity travels through fluid and
if a particular group of neurons are inactive, even atrophied, then fluid
movement stagnates and immunity drops.

What is happening to us?
As we get older, a major factor in long-term brain health is the number and
efficiency of neural connections in our brains. We have billions of these that
developed early in our lives as we were learning at an incredible rate. But
as adults we are tending to rely on repetition instead of variance. This limits
the pathways we are using and as neural pathways go unused, they
atrophy and can actually be reabsorbed by our body.

The key to long-term memory and brain health is constantly developing our
capacity for complex thought. The more complex our day is between
varying tasks and thought processes, the more flexible our "wiring"
becomes. With more active neural pathways we have the ability to recover
from accidents and trauma, survive serious illness and infections. But most
importantly we are able to manage emotional and psychological challenges,
even the grief of loss or the terror of abuse.

We need to exercise our brain in numerous ways each and every day. We
can't just do the same work, watch the same television shows, rely on our
phones and computers and generally provide our brains with a very limited
amount of challenging thought. We need to vary our routine, walk and drive
new routes, try new places, games, hobbies and tasks. It is vitally important
to not just sit and "think" but also to move, to apply coordination, to
challenge our muscles in new and different ways.

In fact, we need to treat ourselves with as much focus on learning new
tasks and information as we treat children. We have to put away the
screens (which have a whole set of problems with vision, socialization and
even weight management), take out the roller skates and fly around the
block once or twice.

Let's look at some of the common factors I see in my patients



suffering from brain or neurological disorders:

They get anxious with any kind of deadline.
They do not tolerate change and some cannot even change their

routine.
They cannot control their emotional states often swinging from

depression to anxiety to worry.
They have sleep issues and either no dreams or disturbing dreams.

They have reduced their personal interactions to a minimum.
They do not have healthy, balanced diets with sufficient nutrients for

complex thought.
Their ability to work is compromised.

They are exhausted even when they wake up in the morning.

So We Start With The Diet ...

1. Increase essential fats so that 1/3 of every meal is healthy fat.
2. Balance types of protein so that the body is receiving varied amino

acid profiles.
3. Eliminate sugar and starch as completely as possible including fruit,

fruit juice, grains, processed foods.
4. Eliminate allergens in food which are generally dairy, soy, nuts, GMO

foods and grains (not gluten, as gluten-free foods tend to have high
levels of starch to compensate for loss of taste). These can be fed in

gradually to see how the body manages.

Next ... Promoting Complex Thought

The next important factor is promoting complex thought and variant tasks. I
recently met a retired surgeon who since his retirement has sat on the city

council, wrote a book, built a harpsichord, organized a medical office,
taught at university and began a wood-turning business from a workshop

over his garage. He is in his mid-80s and sharp as a tack remembering not
just what was going on in a particular year, but even the week of the year.

So the secret to brain health and longevity of memory is focusing on
and developing complex thought with diet, lifestyle and herbs.

And Finally, The Remedies

There actually are a number of remedies that we are using successfully to
help develop better memory, better focus and support neural connections.

This is the way to create healthy aging of the brain.

Turmeric Forte is the newest herbal formula based on
recent research into brain trauma and inflammation. It



is infused with fenugreek which clinical trials showed
allowed its anti-inflammation and anti-oxidant effects to
cross the blood-brain barrier and improve all aspects of
thought, memory and focus.

Everyone should be on Turmeric Forte!

SP Green Food is raw,
organic greens without

anything added for
filling in the gaps in

your lack of vegetables
and their nutrients!

Horsechestnut
Complex is an

incredible blend of
herbs that help to heal
injury/concussion/bruisi

ng which maintains
neural connections.

Nervagesic is a
formula many of my

patients swear by for
calming the nervous
system, deepening
restful sleep and

allowing thoughts to
settle which creates

memory.

Bacopa Complex known as the
Testers' Tonic because of its
incredible ability to boost the

capacity for learning and recall.

Min Chex is a whole raw food
formula that provides mineral
solutions that soothe and support
the nervous system, promoting
restful sleep, enhancing focus and
calming anxiety.



Receive $5.00 off

one bottle of

Turmeric Forte

Call Andrea at our Virtual
Reception Desk to order your
bottle (mention code Forte) or
bring this coupon with you to

your next appointment.
(617) 505-3585

Offer good through April 15, 2018.

Conscious Body Natural Medicine
Holden & Brookline

(617) 505-3585
www.consciousbodynatmed@gmail.com


